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Abstract. Fake news and misinformation are prevalent on the Internet in this day and age. The popularity of social media such as Facebook, Instagram, TikTok has encouraged the people to share news or information over Internet without knowing whether it is a truth or fake information. The outbreak of COVID-19 affected the social activities of all levels of society as people were asked to stay at home to self-quarantine. It indirectly encourages the growth of the social activities online. Even though COVID-19 is no longer a big threat to the world, people already used to rely on the Internet for the daily activities. Therefore, the trustworthy of the information on the Internet is getting crucial. ETHERST is a blockchain-based PKI that implemented rewarding and punishment mechanism using Ethereum ECR-20 token named PKIToken to improve the trustworthiness of information published by the blockchain nodes. In this paper, we implement an Ethereum-based distributed application (dapp) that allowed the community members to act on trusting and untrusting on information provided by any of the members. With the ETHERST framework as the backend, the ETHERSTWEB is equipped with the rewarding and punishment mechanism to keep the community from misusing the trusting and untrusting action to maintain the trustworthiness of information of a member. With the PKIToken amount level implemented in the backend, it provides an index to the trustworthiness of a member in the community. It has the advantages over the existing rating or review systems that are commonly implemented in many traditional web applications.
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1. Introduction

The Internet has become saturated with misinformation and fake news. Social media platforms like Facebook, Instagram, and TikTok have contributed to this problem by encouraging people to share information without verifying its accuracy (Aldwairi & Alwahedi, 2018). The COVID-19 pandemic forced people to stay at home and practise social distancing, leading to an increase in online social activities (De’, Pandey, & Pal, 2020). Although the pandemic is no longer a major threat, people have grown accustomed to relying on the Internet for daily activities. As a result, the trustworthiness of online information has become increasingly important.

ETHERST (Koa, Heng, & Chin, 2021) is a blockchain-based PKI that implements a reward and punishment mechanism. Blockchain technology is popular due to its features of immutability, trustworthiness, distributed and decentralisation, therefore, it is an excellent candidate to be implemented
as a backend framework to improve the information trustworthiness by the community members of an Internet application.

In this paper, we introduce ETHERWEB, a Web 3.0 decentralised application (dapp), which is integrated with features to allow application users to verify the user information accuracy. In the next section, we look into the problem of fake data and inaccurate information about users in existing web applications, using e-commerce as an example to elaborate on how it can be a frustrating experience for users.

1.1. Organisation of the paper

The rest of the paper is organised as follows. We discuss the online fake news and information issues in Section 2. Next, in Section 3, we review the existing research on fake news and information issues and the proposed blockchain solutions. In the subsequent Section 4, we briefly explain the blockchain-based PKI framework named ETHERST that will be used as the backend of our decentralised application presented in this paper. We outline the development stack of the ETHERSTWEB and the steps for building and deploying it to the Internet in Section 5. The features and screenshots of ETHERSTWEB are presented in Section 6. In the same section, we also briefly explain on the integration of ETHERST with ETHERSTWEB. Finally, in Section 7, we conclude the paper with a discussion on possible future work on ETHERSTWEB and a summary of the work.

2. Information accuracy and trustworthiness in Internet applications

Web application users are coming from all over the place. There are some web applications that allow users to interact and form a virtual community. Misinformation such as fake news or wrong information about a product can be spread through the virtual community via web application. For example, marketplace applications like e-commerce applications have a community comprising merchants and buyers. When buyers want to purchase an item from a merchant, they will review the profile of the merchant. The existing e-commerce applications normally will provide a review subsystem that allows buyers to leave comments and ratings on the transactions done between a buyer and the merchant. A good merchant normally will have a good review and rating or reputation. Buyers will base on this information to evaluate the trustworthiness of the merchant. However, with only this review and rating system, a dishonest merchant can generate fake transactions and fake buyers to improve the "trustworthiness".

In order to avoid such fake actions, we first need to have a verification process for each user regardless of merchants or buyers. If the verification process needs to be carried out by the e-commerce application company, that will incur a high cost to the company. In fact, the verification processes can be distributed to community members using a different approach from the existing review and rating system.

Another example involves the spread of fake news, which can occur through blogs or virtual communities on social networking applications. When users share unverified news on their social network platforms, the individuals in their network lack a reliable means to assess the authenticity of the news and the credibility of the user sharing it. Similar to the case with e-commerce applications we discussed earlier, a verification process is essential, and implementing distributed verification processes can offer a solution to this problem.
In this paper, we recommend the integration of blockchain technology in the distribution of verification processes by community members. Blockchain technology is a technology introduced by Satoshi Nakamoto (Nakamoto, 2008), well-known for its features of decentralisation, traceability, immutability, and currency properties. We believe it is the best option to tackle the issue of the trustworthiness of the information about the users in internet applications. Consequently, ETHERST (Koa et al., 2021), a blockchain-based public key infrastructure has been used as the backend in the dapp that we would like to propose in this paper.

3. Fake information online and the blockchain solutions

The fake information online problem has been studied by researchers for many years either from the aspect of sociology or information technology. For instance, Vicario et al. (2016) discussed the spreading of misinformation online. The focus of their studies was from the aspect of sociology on how users consume information pertaining to two separate narratives: scientific news and conspiracy theories. In the aspect of information technology, some blockchain solutions have been proposed since 2019. Qayyum et al. (2019) proposed a blockchain framework that allows news publisher to publish their news on Ethereum. In the proposal, publishers need to enrol themselves on the blockchain network before publishing the news.

In 2020, TRUSTD, a proposal introduced by Jaroucheh et al.(2020), used blockchain and collective signature technology that allows community users to judge the credibility of the content published by content writers. Each content will be given a credibility score using a customised consensus algorithm in the form of a dynamic weighted-ranking evaluation score in their proposal.

ProBlock (Sengupta, Nagpal, Mehrotra, & Srivastava, 2021), another blockchain solution with a weighted majority voting model named Probit, which incorporates into blockchain through a modified version of Proof of Trust (PoT) consensus (Bahri & Girdzijauskas, 2018). In Probit voting model, users are divided into several classes and different classes of users were given a different weight in the computation of voting scores. when news is added to the blockchain, the users can cast a vote on the news. The final vote score is calculated with statistical methods. At the end of their proposal, a comparison analysis of Probit model with a standard mean model was presented.

Dhall, Dwivedi, Pal, and Srivastava (2021) used another type of approach, by using blockchain and keyed watermarking-based framework for social media/messaging platforms to stamp the online content to mark it as genuine to curb the spreading of fake news. Besides, the framework also observes the blockchain transactions and analyses the density and checks the frequency of the forwarding of original content.

The fake news problems still attract the attention of researchers in 2022. In the research for solving the fake news problem by Wahane and Patil (2022), they pointed out that most of the current research has focused only on theoretical frameworks, methodologies and prototypes for the use of blockchain technology. There is still a wide gap between the features of current blockchain-based proposals and the requirements of organisations, companies and online platforms (Wahane & Patil, 2022).
From our observation, the current blockchain-based solutions mainly focus on fake news and content verification. Those proposals still suffered from the Sybil attack (Douceur, 2002) because the content writer can create multiple fake accounts or identities to join the voting process which affects the result of the computation. We believe that everything should start with the content writer and publisher’s trustworthiness.

4. ETHERST - The information trusting and untrusting framework

ETHERST was invented by Koa et al. (2021) as a new type of blockchain-based public key infrastructure (PKI) that implements a reward and punishment mechanism on top of the conventional distributed public key infrastructure. It is implemented on Ethereum which is a special type of blockchain proposed by Vitalik Buterin (Buterin, 2013). ETHERST uses the capability of Ethereum that allows a set of programming codes to run on top of Ethereum and the set of programming codes called "smart contract". The smart contract allows developers to build dynamic logic that can utilise the features of blockchain technology. ETHERST consists of two smart contracts:

- PKIToken smart contract;
- ETHERST smart contract.

PKIToken is an ERC-20 token (ERC-20, 2021) that is implemented by ETHERST, as a medium to reward and punish the nodes based on their good and bad actions in the ETHERST network. ETHERST smart contract is where the core logic of ETHERST blockchain-based PKI resides. ETHERST allows users to create data in the blockchain network and sign it with their private key to claim that the data or information is created and published originally by them in the community. Meanwhile, the users can also revoke the signature that they have signed on a particular data. In addition to the conventional distributed PKI such as Web of Trust (WoT) (Ryabitsev, 2014), ETHERST provides functionalities to allow users to act to "trust" and "untrust" signed data. When users joined ETHERST, they will be pre-allocated with some PKIToken, they can use them to trust and untrust the signed data of other users. There is an algorithm behind the ETHERST to increase and reduce PKIToken owned by the users based on their trust and untrust actions. Figure 1 shows the scenarios of untrusting in ETHERST to demonstrate the algorithm of untrust. Besides, in the ETHERST smart contract, there is some logic that can prevent the Sybil attack by delaying the "trust" and "untrust" actions per node with an internal algorithm as depicted in Figure 2. Every user has its own delay period $T$ initialed by ETHERST. The subsequent action of "trust" or "untrust" from a user will be failed if the action is within their delay period $T$. The value of $T$ will be increased if the subsequent action of "trust" or "untrust" is earlier than the delay period to prevent a dishonest user from keep trusting self-created fake users or keep untrusting the other users. With the features that come with ETHERST, we utilise it as an information trustworthiness backend framework for ETHERSTWEB that we are going to present in the following sections.
Fig. 1: ETHERST version 2.0: Untrust a node. When the 5th untrust happened, a punishment will be triggered. All the untrustors will receive an amount 10 PKIToken from the user who has been untrusted (Koa et al., 2021).
5. Development and deployment of dapp

In this section, we are going to explain the development stack and deployment steps for ETHERSTWEB. To initiate the development of decentralised applications, the first step is to install a development framework. TruffleSuite (TruffleSuite, 2020), a globally recognised protocol suite, serves this purpose by functioning as both a testing framework and a communication medium with blockchain through the Ethereum Virtual Machine (EVM). TruffleSuite streamlines a developer’s job by offering a toolset that compiles smart contracts into machine language, deploys them on public or private Ethereum networks, connects them to other contracts, and manages their binary code. With TruffleSuite’s automated contract testing, developers can quickly build applications while locally simulating the Ethereum network on their computers, enabling the execution of transactions without incurring actual costs.

![Diagram of ETHERST - Incremental delay between actions to prevent Sybil attack.](image)

The second step in developing decentralised applications involves writing the smart contract using programming languages such as Solidity. Solidity is an object-oriented, high-level language used for developing smart contract source code that runs on the EVM, and it has syntax similar to JavaScript. It offers benefits of an object-oriented like inheritance and libraries that enable the creation of reusable code that can be called from various smart contracts. Writing a smart contract can be done using numerous tools, including a simple text editor, but one of the most commonly used is Visual Studio Code (VS Code). The developer writes the code for the smart contract using Solidity programming language and then compiles it into “EVM bytecode” so that the Ethereum Virtual Machine can understand it. Besides, web3.py or any web3 library is required for code development, as the code will act as an interface between the frontend application and the Ethereum blockchain. The code’s Application Binary Interface (ABI), which contains all the functions and features of the smart contract, is another critical element that enables interaction with the deployed smart contract in JSON format. This JSON format can be generated by the Solidity compiler once the smart contract code is built and compiled.

The third step to building the decentralised application is to develop the frontend application that interacts with the interface program developed in the second step. There are a few types of frontend applications that can be developed, web, mobile or desktop applications. For example, the decentralised application proposed in this paper, ETHERSTWEB, is a web application developed in Python programming language with Django framework (Foundation, 2005). Django web framework is a popular...
open-source web framework with the features of rapid development, security, fully loaded, scalable and versatile.

The fourth step in developing decentralised applications involves deploying the smart contract to a test network and conducting tests. Ganache which is known for its user-friendliness is used as the development test network. Ganache is bundled with TruffleSuite, essentially a personal blockchain that runs locally on a computer and is specifically designed for Ethereum development. By automatically configuring all the network settings and generating ten accounts, each holding 100 ETH, along with their corresponding mnemonics, Ganache enables the simulation of the vast Ethereum network. This feature allows developers to test smart contract operations and analyse account balances and transaction costs, facilitating experimentation with the balances of the ten accounts to simulate how the smart contract will function. As a result, developers can test the smart contract without incurring any costs and with much faster transaction execution speeds compared to those of the mainnet and public testnets such as Ropsten or Kovan.

The final step in developing a decentralised application is to deploy the entire application on the Ethereum mainnet, making it publicly available. However, before deployment, the application needs to be compiled and the developer must have the currency of Ethereum, Ethers in their account. The reason Ethers are needed is because deploying smart contract is a transaction in Ethereum and each transaction required a gas fee which needs to be paid in Ethers. Infura (Infura, 2016), a gateway and web3 provider, can be used to obtain Ethers and transfer the local executable to the main Ethereum network. Once deployed, the contract account address in the frontend part of the application must be updated, and the frontend must be deployed on a server or P2P network for fully decentralised. Monitoring the application after deployment can be done using blockchain explorers such as Etherscan, which is an analytical platform for public data on Ethereum. Etherscan allows real-time monitoring of transactions, blocks, wallet addresses, smart contracts, NFTs, and more. Figure 3, as seen below, by using ETHERSTWEB as an example, summarises all the steps required to develop and deploy an Ethereum decentralised application and shows some of the tools used for the development and deployment. The application was developed following the aforementioned methodology. The architecture of the application comprises three main Ethereum dapp layers:

- **Application**: This layer comprises the user interface and business logic that interacts with the smart contract. Communication with the Ethereum network is facilitated through an API, and the user interface may take the form of either a web application or a mobile application.
- **Smart contract**: The logic and rules of the dapp are defined in this layer, where smart contract code is written in Solidity programming language and deployed on the Ethereum network. Subsequently, the Ethereum Virtual Machine (EVM) executes the deployed smart contracts.
- **Ethereum network**: The layer comprises nodes that operate the Ethereum software and validate transactions, forming a distributed network responsible for maintaining the blockchain’s integrity.
6. Using ETHERSTWEB for profile validation by community

To demonstrate the usage of ETHERSTWEB, we first landed at the home page of it as shown in Figure 4, we start with registering a user account. Figure 5 shows the sign-up page for ETHERSTWEB. Users need to input their username, email as well as password together with reconfirming password in order to successfully sign up. Whenever a user signs up successfully, ETHERSTWEB will create an account on the Ethereum blockchain which is also known as the wallet. At the same time, ETHERST will provide 50 PKIToken as an initial balance for the PKIToken which is needed for trusting and untrusting actions. To demonstrate the whole process, we start to register a user with the username "good".
After signing up, the user "good" will be redirected to the dashboard page where there are a few buttons to allow to link to other pages. Besides, the dashboard page will also show the PKIToken balance of the user as presented in Figure 6. All newly registered users will be allocated 50 PKIToken as the initial balance arranged by the ETHERST framework.

From the dashboard page, user "good" is able to enter the profile page to update the profile data, once he confirms the data is correctly entered, he can "sign" on his own profile data by clicking the "sign" button as depicted in Figure 7 to certify the information provided is genuine. However, whether the information is real or fake is still unknown. Whenever a profile data is created, the frontend will make a
call to the function "createAttribute" in ETHERST smart contract and create corresponding data inside blockchain. Meanwhile, the "sign" action in frontend will call the function "signAttribute" function in ETHERST smart contract.

![User is good](image1.png)

**Fig. 7: User’s own profile page in ETHERSTWEB.**

Once data is "signed", it is opened to the community to "trust" or "untrust" to certify the trustworthiness of this data. As shown in Figure 8, the user "good" opens the profile page of user "testabc", all the attributes are already signed, therefore, they are opened to the community to act to "trust" or "untrust". The community members can opt not to "trust" or "untrust" if they are unsure. In contrast, they can "trust" or "untrust" it if they really confirm data is real or is a fake information.

![User is testabc](image2.png)

**Fig. 8: Other user’s attributes which opened for trust or untrust action.**
If user "good" chooses to "trust" on the email attribute of user "testabc", ETHERSTWEB will make a call "trustSignature" on EHTHERST smart contract. ETHERST will run the internal algorithm and evaluate. A trusted attribute will be displayed as "TRUSTED" under the column INFO while an untrusted attribute will be shown as "UNTRUSTED" as depicted in Figure 9.

![User is testabc](image)

Fig. 9: Other user's attributes which are already trusted and untrusted.

The column "Community Trust?" is a column that shows the result returned by ETHERST based on the internal algorithm whether this attribute is "trusted" or "untrusted" by the community members. A value of "–" means the ETHERST still does not have enough "trust" or "untrust" actions to compute the trustworthiness of this attribute.

Figure 10 shows the attributes of user "test1", and the attribute "email" is already "TRUSTED" by the community.
The community members can use the value in the column "Community Trust?" to evaluate the other users. In the case of an e-commerce application, buyers can review and evaluate the merchants with the community trusting results on their profile attributes, for example, "company name", or business behaviour attributes like "chat responsiveness" and "packing quality" which come from the review and rating subsystem. It will save the buyers from spending a lot of time to find out the trustworthiness of the information about the merchant to evaluate whether to deal with the merchant.

7. Conclusions and potential future work

In a nutshell, false information floods the Internet nowadays and some false information can create chaos in our harmonious society. The authority is spending a lot of resources validating the information and censoring them to keep people from fake news and wrong information. The Internet is built by the community and for the community. The proposed ETHERSTWEB, let the community members help in combating false news and inaccurate information. By incorporating the ETHERSTWEB features, we encourage the community members to do self-protection and guard the accuracy of the information. Indirectly, it will increase people’s awareness of the impact of fake news and information on society.

ETHERSTWEB is currently developed as a Django project instead of a Django app. One of the improvements that can be done is to develop it as a reusable Django app, that is pluggable to any other Django projects to have the built-in information trustworthiness management by community members. It can also be developed as a microservice component in a microservice architecture (Liu et al., 2020) and it can be used to extend any existing application functionality regardless of the programming language or framework used. Finally, the source code of ETHERSTWEB can be found on GitHub, and it is released under the MIT license and can be accessed at https://github.com/cyberkoa-mmu/etherstweb.
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